Abstract-We introduce a new intensity-based image registration (IR) technique based on a modern, real-coded genetic algorithm. Our proposal is tested on 16 registration scenarios involving real-world MRI medical images. A novel methodological framework to compare heterogeneous IR algorithms is also described. Following such methodology, our algorithm is compared with four well-known IR techniques of different natures. The proposed method is able to improve the results of these techniques in the majority of the scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large number of applications in image processing require the integration of information from multiple images of the same or similar subjects obtained under different conditions (time, viewpoint, sensor or any combination of the latter). Hence, the images need to be properly aligned in order to put in correspondence the common content. This task is called image registration (IR) [1] : given two images, image registration aims to find the geometric transformation leading to the best possible overlapping.
IR approaches usually fall into two categories: intensitybased (or voxel-based) and feature-based methods. The former make use of the entire images while the latter employ only salient, distinctive objects such as lines, corners and contours, detected in a preprocessing step. Feature-based techniques are faster, as they use only a fraction of the imaging data, but usually suffer from inevitable errors in the feature detection process. Independently of their nature, IR techniques involve an iterative optimization procedure that explores the space of possible transformations. Registration approaches based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have proven to be a promising solution to overcome the drawbacks of traditional gradientbased algorithms [2] , [3] . In fact, they are considered global optimization approaches able to perform a robust search in complex search spaces like those arising in IR.
The contribution of this work is two-fold. First, we propose a methodological framework to provide an objective evaluation of the performance of heterogeneous IR methods according their nature, feature or intensity-based. Also, we introduce a new intensity-based IR method based on evolutionary computation. The proposed method will be validated on a number of realistic medical image registration scenarios, and the experimental results will be analyzed in detail and compared with those of state-of-the-art techniques, both feature-and intensity-based.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the IR problem in detail. Notable IR methods are reviewed and discussed in Section III. Section IV describes the proposed approach, whereas the comparison framework is discussed in Section V. Section VI introduces the test scenarios, the experiments performed and the analysis of their results. Finally, Section VII provides conclusions and directions for future work.
II. IMAGE REGISTRATION
In a typical problem instance we are provided with two images: a reference image, the model, and the image that will be transformed to reach the model geometry, called scene [1] . We will denote these two images by I M and I S respectively. The result of the registration process is a transformation f such that the model I M and the transformed scene f (I S ) are as similar as possible.
IR methods can be characterized by their three main components: the transformation model, the similarity metric and the optimization process. The transformation model determines what kind of transformation is used to align the images. For instance, a rigid transformation is a combination of translation and rotation operations, while similarity transformations also allow scaling. Their degrees of freedom for 3-D images are 6 and 7, respectively. B-splines and thin-plate splines are instead examples of elastic (or non-rigid) transformations models, able to represent local deformations (warping). In applications, the appropriate transformation model depends on both the nature of the images and the particular application involved.
A similarity metric is a function F that measures the quality of a solution of an IR problem. To evaluate a solution f , the scene image I S is transformed according to f and then the degree of resemblance between the transformed scene image f (I S ) and the model image I M , denoted by Ψ, is computed, so F (I M , I S , f ) = Ψ(I M , f (I S )). Several choices for Ψ can be found in the literature, depending on the nature of the considered images. In feature-based approaches, metrics are usually based on the distance between corresponding geometric primitives [4] , such as mean square error (MSE), which is the average square distance between corresponding feature (in this case points) in the scene and the model images. To compute the MSE, each point of the model is assigned to the closest point in the transformed scene, regardless of whether the latter had been already assigned to another model point. That is, MSE = 1 r r i=1 x i − c i 2 where c i is the point of f (I S ) that is closest to x i .
In intensity-based approaches, common choices are sum of squared differences, normalized correlation (NC) and mutual information (MI) [5] . In particular, MI is specially suited for multi-modal registration and other scenarios in which the images have different intensity distributions. It is defined as
where L M and L S are sets of regularly spaced intensity bin centers, p is the discrete joint probability and p M , p S are the marginal discrete probabilities of the model and scene image. Normalized correlation is defined as the correlation coefficient between the images intensity distributions, so
where Ω M , Ω S are the images' voxels and I M , I f (S) are average intensity values. Normalized correlation is conceptually simpler and faster to compute, but is suitable only when the images' intensity distributions are similar. Finally, the optimization procedure is the component responsible for finding an appropriate transformation to carry out the registration. Figure 1 show the flow chart of the whole registration process. The search strategy adopted depends on the nature of the algorithm. In matching-based algorithms, once the images features have been detected, the optimizer looks for a matching between them and the transformation parameters are derived from the match. The process is iterated until reaching convergence within a tolerance threshold of the concerned similarity metric. Instead, in parameters-based methods the search is performed directly in the transformation parameters space. Classic numerical optimization algorithm like gradient descent, Newton's method, Powell's method and discrete optimization [6] are among the most common choices, together with approaches based on EC and other meta-heuristics [2] , [3] . It is common to start the registration process using a "simpler" version of the images obtained through smoothing and downsampling. The registration is divided in multiple stages, called resolutions, in which increasingly larger and more detailed versions of the input images are used.
III. OUTSTANDING FEATURE-AND INTENSITY-BASED IR

APPROACHES
This section describes a selection of the most remarkable IR methods, that later will be involved in the experimental study along with the IR approach presented in the next section.
A. I-ICP
I-ICP has been introduced by Liu in [7] as an improvement of the original ICP proposal. The latter is a well-known matching-based algorithm in computer-aided design, originally proposed to recover the 3D transformation of pairs of range images. The novelty in I-ICP compared to its predecessor is the use of both the collinearity and closeness constraints to evaluate the possible correspondences established by the traditional ICP criterion. The collinearity constraint minimizes the distance between the transformed points and the ray passing through the corresponding points, while the closeness constraint minimizes the distance between matching points. In order to improve the robustness of the algorithm, a tiny perturbation is added to the estimated motion parameters when the algorithm is about to terminate. As a result, the algorithm is forced to search for an optimal solution in the neighboring region of the estimated parameters.
B. SS* SS* is a matching-based IR method based on Scatter Search (SS) [8] . It has been introduced in [9] , in which SS* was found to be the best algorithm in a comparison of featurebased IR techniques. In the SS* proposal, the authors designed new improvement, combination and diversification-generation methods. Crest-lines points [10] , [11] are used as features, and the algorithm exploits the knowledge of the local curvature of those points to perform the matching. The authors proposed an advanced coding scheme where a matching is represented as a permutation of points. Besides, they define a function m that evaluates the quality of a matching π using the mentioned curvature values as follows: m(π) = ∆k 1 +∆k 2 where
The values ∆k 1 and ∆k 2 measure the error in terms of the first and second principal curvatures. To evaluate a solution, the information about the matching provided by a similarity metric g (MSE) and m are combined into F according to the formula F (π) = w 1 ·g(π)+ w 2 · m(π) where the weighting coefficients w 1 , w 2 define the relative importance of each term.
C. Dyn-GA Dyn-GA [12] is a parameter-based IR techniques based on genetic algorithms. The algorithm deals with 3D rigid transformations, that are encoded as real-coded vector of six elements: three values encode the rotation (through Euler angles) and three parameters represent the translation component. The GA uses fitness-proportionate selection and two novel crossover and mutation operators. Crossover selects randomly a number of genes to be swapped between two individuals, while mutation replaces the value of a randomly selected gene. For the rotation components, the new value is drawn at random from a fixed range, while for the translation components, the range of the new value is dynamically computed from the fitness of the individual: the larger the fitness the larger is this range. This allows the GA to perform a small mutation if the individual is close to the optimum and large mutation otherwise.
A sophisticated restart mechanism, named dynamic boundary is also used. The rationale of this method is that once the GA has reach a stationary state (i.e. the fitness of the best individual have not improved for a number of generations), the individuals in the population are close to the optimum, and therefore we can concentrate the search in the area in which the current population lies. The valid ranges for the genes of an individual are thus restricted around the range of values already in the population.
D. GD, an IR approach based on gradient descent
In [13] the authors introduced elastix, a toolbox for intensity-based medical image registration. They also presented an experimental study over 50 clinical MRI scans of prostates, in which they compared several gradient-based methods. Following the guidelines resulting from the study, we designed a representative for this kind of methods and named it GD. MI is used as similarity metric and the transformation model is similarity transformations. The optimizer is an adaptive stochastic gradient descent (ASGD) [14] , which is used to minimize a cost function C with parameter x. From an initial solution x o , ASGD considers the solutions
The values a > 0 and A ≥ 1 are userspecified constants, while sigm is the sigmoid function. GD uses a random image sampler and a multi-resolution strategy. The images in the pyramids are obtained by applying both downsampling and Gaussian smoothing to the original images.
IV. GA + , AN EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO IR
This section describes the methodology proposed in this work. Following the intensity-based approach, our method tackles IR using the images in their whole, rather than considering only some of their features. Moreover, the registration is carried out through a search in the space of transformation parameters. We have chosen similarity transformations as our transformation model, so our method deals with transformations composed by translation, rotation and uniform scaling, although the approach can be easily adapted to other models.
In three dimensions a transformation can be represented by seven real numbers: three to specify the versor of the rotation v, three for the translation t and one for the scaling factor s. Therefore, an individual of the GA is simply a real vector with seven elements. Valid solutions require v x , v y , v z ∈ [−1, 1] and s > 0. Note that the translation component is specified in spatial units (e.g, millimeters), rather than in number of voxels.
The operators used in our method are common choices for real-coded genetic algorithms: blend crossover (BLX-α) [15] and random mutation [16] . The fitness value of a solution f is simply the similarity between the two input images when registered using f , i.e. f → Ψ(I M , f (I S )), where Ψ is a similarity metric; we considered both MI and NC. Finally, the parents selection is performed following the tournament approach.
Finally, the method also adopt a restart strategy. For a number of causes, it may happen that at the end of the first resolution the best transformation found by the optimizer has a very low quality, i.e. it does not even provide a coarse registration. Thus, it may not be appropriate to proceed to refine this solution in the further resolutions, but rather to perform again the search for a suitable initial registration. The algorithm proceeds as follows: if the metric value of the best solution has not reached an appropriate amount at the end of the first resolution, the current state of the optimization process is discarded and the whole procedure is executed again from the beginning. As the optimization in the first resolution deals with a low-resolution version of the input images, this stage of the registration is the cheapest in terms of computational effort, thus performing a restart increases the computational cost of the whole method only by a fraction of its total.
V. A METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR IMAGE
REGISTRATION
In order to provide an objective evaluation of the performance of different IR methods, a common methodological framework is required. Indeed, as we reviewed in Section II, most IR methods differ in their optimization procedure and in particular in the similarity metric, which measure the quality of a solution. The question arises on how to measure the performance of heterogeneous IR methods, given one cannot simply compare the similarity values of their output. In particular, we aim to compare the performance of featurebased IR methods (typically guided by MSE) and intensitybased IR methods (usually guided by either MI or NC).
Our approach is to evaluate all solutions using a common similarity metric. For instance, if MSE is chosen, all solutions are finally evaluated computing the MSE between the transformed scene's features and the model's features. This happens irregardless of whether these solutions has been produced by an intensity-based algorithm or a feature-based algorithm that uses a different metric. This approach is just part of the final comparison of all methods and it does not affect the original behavior of each particular IR method, that is implemented according to the proposal of their authors.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section we present a number of experiments that have been developed on a medical image data set in order to study the performance of our proposed method. The most important challenge is that the goal of the IR process is to register two different images of similar objects, instead of two images corresponding to the same object, thus reflecting a more realistic situation in medical IR.
We made use of a data set from the BrainWeb repository [17] . It contains four simulated real-world magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of four human brains with noise, anatomical lesions, and a certain degree of occlusion; see Table I . We considered the same images and registration scenarios that have been used in [9] , in which the authors developed a comparison among state-of-the-art feature-based IR techniques. The use of the same scenarios will provide useful reference points for the assessment of the quality of the results of our proposal. The original comparison included all the feature-based algorithms we review in Section III. We extended this work by testing our approach and gradient-based algorithm GD on the same scenarios. The resulting comparison thus comprises algorithms having different nature and search strategies, as well as representatives of various optimization techniques: gradient-based, evolutionary and other metaheuristics.
A. Experimental setup
The results presented in this section correspond to a number of registration problems with four different simulated realworld MRIs. These images have been obtained from the BrainWeb database at McGill University [17] . Its purpose is to provide researchers with ground truth data for imageanalysis techniques and algorithms. BrainWeb has been widely used by the IR research community [18] . Different levels of noise were added to three of the four images, to model the noisy conditions in which such images are usually acquired. Moreover, two of the images include a multiple sclerosis lesion. The influence of these two factors allow to design a set of experiments with different complexity levels. The images' characteristics are reported in Table I ; an example image is shown in Figure 2 . All images have size 60 × 181 × 217. To provide an input for the feature-based algorithms considered in the comparison, the appropriate kind of feature need to be extracted. In this case, all the algorithms use points; in the original comparison, the authors computed the isosurfaces and extracted the crest line points with relevant curvature information [19] (see Figure 2) . It is important to remark this difference. The actual input of intensity-based methods consists of the whole images data; in this concrete case, two images made of 60 × 181 × 217 = 2356620 voxels having a 8-bit intensity value. The input of feature-based approaches, instead, is a set of composed of a few hundred points (Table I ).
B. Registration scenarios
In the IR problem instances considered in this study, different 3D images have been transformed using four global similarity transformations T 1 , T 2 , T 3 and T 4 , shown in Table II . As mentioned in Section II, similarity transformations involve rotation, translation, and uniform scaling. In Section IV we described a way to represent such a transformation using seven real parameters, but here we used a more easily understandable alternative which consists of eight parameters: the rotation magnitude (λ), the rotation axis (a x , a y , a z ), the translation vector (t x , t y , t z ) and the uniform scaling factor s. To achieve a good solution, every algorithm must estimate these eight parameters accurately. Values in Table II have been selected within the appropriate ranges so that important transformations have to be estimated. Both rotation and translation vectors represent a strong change in the object location. In fact, the lowest rotation angle is 115
• . Meanwhile, translation values are also high. Likewise, the scaling factor ranges from 0.8 (in the second transformation) to 1.2 (in the fourth one). In this way, complex IR problem instances were generated. In the experiments, we considered 16 image registration scenarios. From lower to higher complexity, these are I 1 versus T i (I 2 ), I 1 versus T i (I 3 ), I 1 versus T i (I 4 ) and I 2 versus T i (I 4 ), for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
C. Parameter settings
We tested GA + using different configurations. For the similarity metric, we considered both normalized correlation and mutual information. We also tested the algorithm with and without the restart capability. In the first case, the algorithm performs a single restart if the similarity metric value of the best solution is lower than 0.9 for NC and 0.4 for MI at the end of the first resolution. These values, as well as the one used for other parameters that will be introduced later, were determined through a preliminary study performed over the registration scenario I 1 versus T 1 (I 1 ), that is not included in the subsequent experimentation. The registration was performed in two resolutions. During the first one, the algorithm used a smoothed (Gaussian smoothing, σ = 4), downsampled (by a 4 factor) version of the input images, and the similarity metric was computed over 5000 random spatial samples. For the second resolution the algorithm, no preprocessing were applied to the images, and the number of spatial samples was increased to 20000. When the restart was disabled, the GA used the same configuration for both resolutions: population size of 500 individuals, 100 generations, mutation probability of 0.1, crossover probability of 0.5, blend factor (α) 0.3 and tournament size equal to 3. When restart occurred the number of generations in the second resolution were reduced to 75 to keep the computational cost roughly constant. Finally, as we are dealing with a non-deterministic algorithm, 15 independent runs were performed for each test scenarios.
The algorithm is also provided with the ranges of the transformation parameters; taken into account the scenario were are dealing with, we used [−30, 30] For GD we used the parameters values suggested in [13] : the registration was performed in four resolutions in which 2000 iterations of the optimization process were performed. The parameter settings used for SS*, I-ICP and DynGA are those of the original comparison [9] . We performed a total of 15 runs (with different random seeds) for each of the problem instances.
Finally, we used running time as stopping criteria. As we are dealing with both feature and intensity-based techniques, we let the algorithms run for different amounts of time according to their nature. Indeed, recall that while intensitybased methods use the whole images data (or at least a large subset), only a small fraction of the input data is actually used in feature-based techniques. Also, the time needed to extract the features used by the latter algorithms is not counted. Taken into account these differences, we used a time limit of 20 seconds for the feature-based approaches (I-ICP, SS* and Dyn-GA) and one of 20 minutes for the intensity-based methods (GA + and GD). These amounts were determined by considering the proportion between the size of the data used by algorithms of two classes. The number of spatial samples of GA + and GD is 25000, while the average number of feature points in the test images is 393. The proportion is 63.6, which roughly approximates the proportion between the amounts of time, 60.
D. Analysis of results
In accordance to the methodology proposed in Section V, we evaluate the solutions provided by the different IR techniques using a common similarity metric. We chose the MSE over the crest line points we provided as input to feature-based methods. Table III show the results of the experiments on the first nine scenarios; the results obtained on the remaining seven scenarios are not reported due to lack of space. For each IR method, the table provides the minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation of the MSE values obtained tackling the IR problems. We printed in bold the best minimum and average MSE values for each scenario. We also compared each pair of IR methods and computed the number of scenarios in which one performed better than the other with respect to the minimum (Table IV) and the average MSE (Table IV) . Figure 3 offers a visual comparison of some of the results.
1) Comparison among the variants of GA + : We will undertake a detailed comparison of the results of the four different variants of GA + we tested. To support the discussion, we have drawn the boxplot to the distribution of MSE obtained by the algorithms over the 16 IR scenarios in Figure 4 . a) Effect of the similarity metric: The minimum MSE values of GA + -MI and GA + -NC are extremely close in all scenarios, with the largest difference being 1. However, the latter performed consistently better, having a smaller minimum value in 13 cases over 16. When we consider the average MSE values, we note that GA + -NC has a smallerx value in 14 scenarios and the difference is often really large, reaching 6038 on I 1 vs T 3 (I 3 ). A similar picture is provided by the comparison between the restart versions of GA + . With respect to the minimum, GA + -NC-Re has a better MSE than GA + -MI-Re in 13 scenarios over 16, but the difference in value is again extremely small. The difference average MSE, instead, varies from less than 1 (several scenarios) up to 3909 on I 2 vs T 2(I4). GA + -NC-Re outperformed GA + -MI-Re in terms of average MSE in 13 out of 16 scenarios. This allows us to conclude that normalized correlation lead to more accurate registrations on the average in comparison with mutual information. b) Effect of the restart policy: By considering the boxplots in Figure 4 , one can note that the distributions of the errors are usually extremely close to the bottom part of the graph, but they contains also a few really large values. This is also confirmed by the position of the medians and the third quartiles, which are generally close to the minimum. Thus, for all scenarios, the algorithms converges to a good solution at least in half of the times. However, the solutions provided have a really low quality when convergence does not occur, and actually their quality of is so low that even one of them is able to increase the average MSE value of more than one order of magnitude. This phenomenon affects also the version of GA + using normalized correlation, but we did not report the boxplot due to lack of space. This behavior motivate the use of the restart mechanism: basically we trade some time used for refining our solution to decrease the probability of one "bad" run to happen. The benefits of using restart is clear in both the boxplots and looking at the MSE values. For both GA + -NC and GA + -MI the average values decrease in all scenarios. Moreover, the frequency in which good solutions were delivered also increased, as we can note by the decrease of third quartiles in the boxplots; this happens in all IR problems for GA + -NC and in all but one case for GA + -MI.
2) Comparison of GA + with previous methods: The results of GA + are compared with other state-of-the-art techniques included in the study. In the original comparison, SS* emerged as the best algorithm overall, so we expect it to be the strongest opponent for our methods.
We begin by considering the minimum MSE values. We already noted that the difference among GA + variants are minimal (less than 1), with GA + -NC and GA + -NC-Re being the best. All four GA + variants scored better than I-ICP, Dyn-GA and GD in all 16 IR scenarios. GD has remarkably large error values in most of the cases and really small values in the others. This suggests that the algorithm is actually able to reach a global optimum but often get stuck in a local one. Instead, Dyn-GA found intermediate quality solutions in almost every scenarios. I-ICP delivers a less stable level of quality and the solutions are inferior to that of Dyn-GA. Finally, GA + variants outperformed SS* in 13 cases and in the remaining ones the difference in MSE is really small (less than 10). All GA + ranks as the best algorithms in the comparison.
According to the mean MSE values of the algorithms, GA + -NC and GA + -MI are outperformed by all other methods but GD. When we consider the restart version of the latter approaches, the picture changes completely. GA + -MI-Re has a smaller MSE value than those of SS*, I-ICP, Dyn-GA and GD in 9, 10, 9 and 15 cases, respectively. For GA + -NC-Re, those values are even better since they increase to 11, 12, 11 and 16. Therefore GA + restart variants outperformed all other methods in most of the cases. Compared with SS*, the advantage of those methods can be noticeable. For instance, the MSE of SS* is five times higher than that of GA + -NC-Re and GA + -MI-Re on I 2 vs T 4 (I 4 ). However, this difference was extremely large in the scenarios where SS* performed better than GA + . In particular, SS* reaches an average MSE of 82 on I 1 vs T 3 (I 4 ), while GA + -NC-Re and GA + -MI-Re values correspond to 2824 and 5202, respectively. Finally, the good overall performance of GA + restart variants is complemented by a quite robust behavior. In 8 scenarios the standard deviation of the MSE value of GA + -MI-Re was below 1, and this value improve to 11 for GA + -NC-Re.
VII. CONCLUSIONS IR is the task of aligning two or more images in order to combine the information they contain. It is considered a fundamental task in image processing because it is used in a wide variety of applications from different domains. Despite the efforts of the scientific community over the last decades, there is still need for improvement of current IR techniques. One of the most critical components of these methods is the optimization procedure, which is responsible for the actual search of the best alignment of the images. Metaheuristics and in particular those methods based on evolutionary computation have proven their worth tackling IR as well as other image processing problems, avoiding the typical drawbacks of classical gradient-based numerical optimization techniques. Nevertheless, a number of evolutionary IR contributions in the literature did not follow an appropriate evolutionary design.
In this work, we introduced an intensity-based IR technique based on genetic algorithms, the most prominent family of evolutionary techniques. We used a modern, real-coded design for representing the solutions and to define the genetic operators. The algorithm also combines a multi-resolution strategy, that allows the registration to be performed in multiple stages with increasing complexity, with a restart procedure, that increases the reliability of the algorithm. In addition, we proposed a novel methodology to compare the performance of different feature and intensity-based IR approaches. Such framework allows the undertaking of broad experimental studies in which methods from both classes are considered, that so far have been almost absent in the literature. Using this methodology, we developed an experimental study to compare our technique with other well-known IR methods, both feature and intensity-based. Furthermore, we included in the comparison four algorithms having different optimization procedures which lay their foundations on classic gradient-descent, metaheuristics and evolutionary computation to represent all current approaches to IR. Brain MRI real-world image data has been used to generate 16 inter-patient registration scenarios of different complexity. Factors such as presence of noise and lesions have been represented in the most difficult scenarios. We proved that our genetic approach performs really well and it is competitive with the best IR techniques. Despite some convergence issues that have been properly addressed after the initial investigation stage, our method actually outperformed all other algorithms on the majority of the scenarios.
